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Letter from the Steering Committee

DR
Dear Dreamers and Doers:

Dreamers came forward by the hundreds to help develop the Greater Des Moines Water
Trails and Greenways Master Plan. Also at the table were the doers, the people for whom
this plan provides a roadmap for implementation – mayors, city council members, county
supervisors, park and recreation board members, city and county staff members, business
leaders, and many more.
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We now have a shared vision of what Greater Des Moines’ rivers and creeks can become.
The ideas for wading areas, fishing spaces, habitat restoration and more were all
captured and included in this report. Next comes the fun part – putting the plan into
action.
If we are to see this vision turned into reality, an ongoing dialog is critical.
And, collaboration between business and city leaders to discuss funding and
implementation is our next conversation. Moving forward, we will work together to
determine operational needs, a budget, a timeline and discuss how to pull funding
from multiple directions.
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I am excited about the opportunities this roadmap presents to our metro area. Ten
years from now, we will have the pleasure of looking back at what we did together,
having embraced our region’s greatest natural asset as a signature recreational
amenity for Greater Des Moines.

Sincerely yours,

Rick Tollakson,
CEO of Hubbell Realty
Chair of the Steering Committee
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This Booklet

The Greater Des Moines Water Trails and Greenways Plan looks at more than 150 miles of water ways. This booklet
provides an overview of the policies and strategies available to support and improve the environmental, recreational, and
economic potential for the entire community around water trails and greenway development. There are companion booklets
that highlight specific recommendations for each waterway.
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One Vision, Many Communities
The Greater Des Moines Water Trails and Greenways Plan establishes a regional vision for the region’s rivers,
creeks, and greenways. Through extensive community engagement and with the help of a strong steering
committee, a clear regional vision emerged.
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Regional Vision

The water trails and greenways of Greater Des Moines will be a natural haven, healthy ecosystem, signature
recreational destination, economic driver, and community focal point that welcome people of all ages, abilities,
interests, incomes, and cultures to connect with their rivers, creeks and greenways.
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Greater Des Moines Water Trails
and Greenways planning area

Mission

Ever mindful of future generations, our mission is to cooperate across political boundaries, cultures and
recreational uses to accentuate and enhance the region’s water trails and greenways to realize their immense
potential as a multifaceted centerpiece for a vibrant and dynamic region.
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Goals to Guide the Plan
Three goals guide the plan forward into implementation. Under each goal are objectives to be achieved along with
relevant performance measures to evaluate the region’s efforts to improve the water trails and greenways.
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Goal 1: Expand access and connections between diverse communities and the rivers, creeks, and
greenways
1.

Improve access to river corridors for all users
• Increase or improve the number of facilities that support paddling, boating, tubing, rowing, birding, angling,
biking, walking, hiking, hunting, and other activities
• Improve access to equipment for safe river use throughout the region
• # of outfitters or equipment lending programs
• Increase user activity along river corridors
• # of users, # of annual trips
• Create a variety of on-water experiences for low flow and ideal flow
2. Improve connections between the river corridors and the communities within the region
• Incorporate access to rivers into land-use planning in the region
• # governments that adopt the water trails plan
• # of governments to integrate recommendations into overall comprehensive plans
• Develop wayfinding system to improve awareness of access locations to rivers throughout the region and
location of paddlers when on the water
• # of signs, kiosks, and maps
• Identify and connect nodes of high use along river corridors with area businesses or other key amenities to
create hubs that benefit from the waterway use
• Make river access and amenities accessible to all people
• # of wheelchair and handicap accessible access points
• % of signage that is multi-lingual
• Honor historic roots of the rivers within the region
• # of interpretive signs, public art, etc. that speaks to the historical resources of the area
• Integrate art into river amenities to provide sense of place
• % of new amenities that incorporate art
3. Provide multimodal connections to the river corridors
• Improve access to multi-use trails and provide connections for pedal-paddle opportunities
• # shared bike and boat access points
• Connect river corridors with existing and proposed bus routes
• # of access points within half a mile of a bus stop
• Identify opportunities for on-demand transportation services to and from the river corridors
• # of access points within half a mile of a bus stop
4. Improve safety
• Mark or remove hazards for users both on and off the water
• # of hazards identified and removed
• Identify and implement strategies to improve safety around dams and bridges
• Identify locations for and place 911 makers along water trails
• # of identified locations, # of placed markers
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Goal 2: Conserve and enhance the environmental health of the rivers, creeks, and greenways
1.

Be stewards of the river corridors
• Establish an Urban Wildlife Refuge Partnership
• Rreceive official designation as a Partnership and Urban Bird Treaty City
• Establish an Urban Wildlife Refuge on Army Corps of Engineers Saylorville Lake property
• Identify and improve targeted streambanks
• # of miles identified annually, # of miles improved
• Increase the amount of 100-year floodplain protected as public land
• Current percentages of study area protected
		Study Area		36%
		Beaver Creek		36%
		
Des Moines River
75%
		Fourmile Creek		16%
		Middle River		43%
		Mud Creek		0%
		North River		1%
		Raccoon River		27%
		Skunk River		27%
		Walnut Creek		41%
2. Improve the water quality of the rivers and creeks
• Support the implementation of the regional watershed management plans
• Reduce the amount of sediment in the rivers
• Develop a river health rating system for river corridors and track river health
• Improve water filtration within the watersheds
• # of acres of wetlands, # of acres of water detention land
• % change in each annually
3. Educate and empower citizens
• Train and encourage participation in Iowater water quality testing
• # of trainings offered, # of new volunteers
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Goal 3: Develop a network of water trails and greenways that emphasize coordination and
collaboration across jurisdictional boundaries to develop and maintain the land and water-based trails
1.

Establish a group to provide cohesive marketing and communication for recreation opportunities and greenway
promotion
• This group spearheads the creation of a central website to be the catch-all repository of water trails
information and activities including information on uses, safety, regulations, and flow rates in accessible
formats
• Develop branding to be used for wayfinding, kiosks, etc.
Educate and empower citizens
• Provide instructional programs for various uses on and off the river
• # of events, # of participants
• Develop materials, interpretive signage, and programs about nature and wildlife within the river corridors
• # of materials distributed, # of signs and kiosks
• Host events to get citizens to the rivers and attract visitors to the region
• # of events, # of participants
• Provide historical perspective of the river corridors
• # of historical markers, # of news stories covering river history
Identify and establish sustainable funding sources to enhance and maintain the water trail and greenway
system
• Train and encourage participation in Iowater water quality testing
• # of funding sourcese, # of dollars compared to amount needed
Develop uniform policies and ordinances for buffers along greenways and implement existing policies and plans
for existing watershed authorities and publicly owned land adjacent to rivers
• Existence of a model policy, # of jurisdictions to adopt it
Strengthen regional organizations’ commitment to support on-going development, coordination, management,
and maintenance of the water trails and greenways
• # of jurisdictions adopting portions of the water trails plan, # of organizations adopting water trails goals or
commitments
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Accessibility–ADA Compliance
Access to Central Iowa’s waterways is often provided by launches, especially for canoers, kayakers, and motorboaters.
The Iowa Department of Natural Resources has several types of launch designs available, but the most accessible by far,
especially with the Americans With Disabilities (ADA), is the Universal Launch Design. Federal ADA standards are not
mandated for boat launches, but the Iowa DNR’s Universal Launch Design does incorporate ADA standards from trail
designs. In general, the universal design practices try to ensure that facilities are constructed to integrate users of varying
abilities. In particular, Universal Launch Design standards include two ramps, one for pedestrians and one for vehicles.
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Not all accesses need to be ADA compliant, and each location can be constructed in a way that fits the natural
characteristics of the area. The Iowa DNR has several boat- and pedestrian–oriented launch access designs because not
all access designs will fit all types of waterways. However, it is highly encouraged to consider all waterway users when
designing launch accesses.
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Other types of accesses – such as fishing spots, beaches, and other infrastructure – are also encouraged to incorporate ADA
design standards to comply with ADA requirements when applicable.
Actionable Items:
• Refer to standards and launch designs in the developing water trails in IOWA guidebook from the Iowa DNR
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Floodplain Management
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A floodplain management ordinance is a community program of preventative and corrective measures to reduce current and
future flood damage. The program typically consists of an emergency preparedness plan, flood-control works, floodplain
management regulations, and zoning, subdivision, or building regulations. The primary goals of a program are flood loss
reduction, conservation, and protection of natural and beneficial functions of water resources.
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The basic level of floodplain management implements standards that meet the minimum requirements of the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) or other state or federal rules. Many communities across the Iowa choose to exceed those
standards by requiring more effective floodplain management strategies. The Association of State Floodplain Managers
(ASFPM) developed a floodplain management approach and toolkit called “No Adverse Impact” (NAI) which presents best
management practices that provide a higher level of flood protection for communities and citizens. The goal of NAI is to
prevent increased flooding now and in the future, all while not adversely impacting the property and rights of others. The
following best management practices are encouraged:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floodplain Regulations
• Increase minimum freeboard requirements
• Prohibit earthen fill in the floodway and floodway fringe
• Prohibit construction of critical facilities (hospitals, schools, fire/police stations, etc) in the floodplain
Improve local flood hazard maps
Preserve floodplains for open space, recreation use, and wildlife habitat
Protect river corridors, streams, wetlands, and watersheds
Develop regional stormwater management plans
Identify green infrastructure retrofits to stormwater infrastructure
Limit new impervious surfaces
Join the NFIP Community Rating System to reduce cost of flood insurance
Integrate hazard mitigation and disaster resiliency among the goals and objective in comprehensive plans and
regional plans
Educate property owners about flood mitigation and property protection

Actionable Items:
• Develop a best practices toolbox
• Develop a model floodplain development / management ordinance
• Protect and enhance existing floodplains, wetlands, and buffers
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Honoring Our River Roots
The rivers and creeks of Greater Des Moines have played host to a long and
fascinating history. Water trails and greenway development offers the opportunity
to tell these stories through interpretive signage, educational programming, and
public art pieces. Whether it is the natural history of the glaciers carving out the
landscape, the Native American history and culture that has deep roots in the area,
or later histories of European settlers and urbanization; all of the varied experiences
and cultures have had an enormous impact on the region and are valuable to pass
on to future generations. Providing space, amenities, and programming to relate this
history can be integrated into the design, management, and use of any water trails
and greenways development.
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Actionable Items:
• Place interpretive signage along water and greenway trails to highlight cultural,
natural, or environmental aspects of the area
• Review the Office of the State Archaeologist’s (OSA) report and contact the OSA
office before moving forward with any water trails and greenway development
• Identify education opportunities and programming that can share the histories of
the water trails and greenways

Multimodal Connections
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Multimodal connections are important in facilitating access to the waterways through a variety of means, including by
automobiles, walking, biking, and transit. The key to maximizing multimodal opportunities is to identify locations where
transit routes and biking/walking trails intersect with the waterways. These locations have the potential to provide people
with alternative means to interact with the water. It can also solve a critical problem for many paddlers: how to get back
upstream where you left your vehicle. Things to consider include locating canoe/kayak/boat rentals or storage facilities near
these locations so that alternative transportation users can easily get on the water and/or back to their starting location.
Locations where trails are in close proximity to the waterway also provide the opportunity for pedal-paddle excursions.
Some of the key locations for these types of activities are in and around Raccoon River Park, Waterworks Park, Grays Lake,
Downtown Des Moines, and the Neal Smith Trail along the Des Moines River.
Integrating multimodal transportation presents an opportunity to develop and incorporate a water taxi system in the metro.
This system has the potential to move water trails and greenway users to their starting point or allow for commuters to
utilize this alternative transportation, especially to and from the downtown Des Moines.
Actionable Items:
• Develop pedal-paddle routes in areas where the trails and waterways intersect
• Improve the connection between trails and the water allowing trail users to directly interact with the water
• Locate canoe and kayak rental and storage facilities in locations with strong multimodal connections
• Develop a water taxi system to move commuters, trail users, and general public
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Programming
Programing can draw in new water trail users and enhance current user experiences. Not all potential users know how to
enjoy water trails. Programing can increase access. Programing can include providing opportunities to learn or try a new
activity such as paddling, swimming, boating, and fishing classes. Some users will need help accessing the equipment
necessary for some activities, in which case it would be beneficial to offer rentals or equipment liveries for boats, fishing
poles, tubes, and life jackets. Classes and programing are an opportunity to talk about river safety, rules, and safety
equipment. When thinking about educational classes and events, it is important to remember the wide range of needs
among users. Offering programs in multiple languages and for a wide variety of skill levels and ages helps make water
trails accessible for everyone. Classes and programing can be used to build resident’s understanding of nature and ecology.
Finally, programing can be a way to draw community members and tourists to the region’s waterways. This could be in the
form of events such as concerts, trash clean up days, adventure races, or a water trails equivalent of RAGBRAI.
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Actionable Items:
• Organize events, classes, and other forms of programing that are appropriate for the diverse needs of residents. Offer
programing that is appropriate for different ages, abilities, cultures, and incomes, as well as programing that is accessible in
multiple languages and for all literacy levels
• Coordinate equipment rentals or liveries in popular locations and access points
• Partner with area institutions and organizations, such as the Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden, the Science Center of
Iowa, and the Historical Society to program events and activities

T
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Quarry Restoration
Multiple quarries along the central Iowa water trails and greenways network provide opportunities for future enhancements
and connections between different recreational experiences, including swimming, fishing, boating, birding, paddling, hiking,
picnicking, bicycling, and many others. This plan recommends that 100 percent of the current areas under extraction
become public open spaces and restored as natural areas. Restoring the quarries to include natural areas and wetlands can
provide many benefits for the community, such as:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase wildlife and ecological habitat
A laboratory for ecological research
Educational opportunities
Improve water quality
Enhance the community’s quality of life
Propel community economic development
Act as water supply source
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Quarry restoration project examples:
• Recreation Park / Natural Area
• Ada Hayden Park - Ames, IA
• Stearns County Quarry Park and Nature Preserve – Waite Park, MN
• City of Crystal Lake Quarry Restoration/Lake and Wetland Park – Crystal Lake, IL
• Water Supply
• City of Urbandale, IA
• Vulcan Quarry – Fairfax County, VA

Ada Hayden Park
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Stearns County Quarry Park

Regional Cooperation
Regional coordination is essential to the success of central Iowa water trails. Some of the projects will require joint efforts
among many partners for funding and implementation to complete. A single city’s investment in a river access will bel ost
if there isn’t a corresponding access point up or down stream. Addressing stream bank issues in one location can impact
another jurisdiction downstream. Water quality and trash issues are joint challenges along any given segment and are
impacted by neighboring communities. Finally, consistent management approaches, rules, and signage will ease the use
of the water trails for residents and visitors. Things to consider are the plans of nearby municipalities, opportunities for
collaboration, shared challenges, how the needs of users may cross jurisdictional lines, and the environmental impact of
projects.
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Actionable Items:
• Establish a designated manager through a 28E agreement to coordinate implementation and maintenance of paved trails
and water trails
• Utilize a shared signage program including standardized look for wayfinding, interpretive signage, and marketing

Regional Marketing
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Regional marketing is important to build excitement and knowledge of water trails. Various government jurisdictions will
need to work together to provide one location for all information relating to recreation along and in the area’s waterways and
greenways. People need information about how to access water trails. This includes providing users with the information
necessary to safely access our rivers and creeks such as routes and flow rates. People also need to hear positive stories
about the waterways and the region’s river history. Promotion of events, amenities, new opportunities, and unique ways to
enjoy water trails will build community pride and use. Water trails are an opportunity to draw visitors to communities and
shared marketing can help ensure this happens.
Actionable Items:
• Develop regional water trails website that is an easy-to-use information hub including:
• Maps with accurate water trail routes, accesses, and points of interest. Must have printer–friendly versions.
• Sample paddling and tubing trips for different experience levels
• Descriptions of non-boating opportunities
• Information about animals, plants, and natural features
• Nearby attractions, amenities and landmarks
• Timely water level information
• Relevant laws, regulations and safety information
• Outfitter and rental information
• Events and opportunities
• River stewardship and protection
• River history and river related stories
• Seasonal updates, such as the DNR fishing updates
• Develop and distribute messaging that presents a positive picture of our waterways, motivates residents to take ownership
of waterways, and promotes general awareness of opportunities
• Utilize shared signage and branding, including wayfinding signage on bridges along the waterways
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River Restoration
Many areas along the central Iowa water trails and greenways are experiencing degraded conditions, including streambank
and streambed erosion, exposed utility crossings, reduced water quality, habitat loss, aquatic species passage barriers,
and loss of riparian vegetation. There are opportunities to improve these concerns by implementing multi-beneficial river
restoration practices. These practices include grade-control structures, fish-habitat structures, streambank stabilization,
and vegetative management. Properly designed restoration practices have been shown to reduce future erosion, protect
infrastructure, improve the health of aquatic life and provide passage, benefit wildlife habitat, reduce flood damage, enhance
aesthetics, and provide safe water access for recreational opportunities. The Iowa Department of Natural Resources –
Rivers Program is currently developing a best management practices toolbox for river restoration that will serve as a future
resource for river restoration projects.
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Examples of these best management practices are provided as follows.

Grade-Control Structures
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Grade-control structures function to maintain streambed stability. Degradation of the streambed causes can widen
channels, erode streambanks, damage the riparian corridor, and lead to damaged trails, bridges, culverts, utilities, and other
infrastructure. Rock riffles and boulder weirs (cross vane, w-weir, j-hook) are types of natural grade-control structures that
provide streambed stabilization and allow for aquatic species passage.
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Fish Habitat Structures
Fish habitat structures provide enhanced environments for fish and other aquatic species. These structures create pools,
provide cover, and create habitat for aquatic species. Boulder clusters, large woody debris, rock vanes, and boulder or log
weirs are examples of fish habitat structures. Additionally, a fishing access can be incorporated into the design, such as a
fishing walkway.
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Streambank Stabilization
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Streambank stabilization techniques can be applied to degraded streambanks to reduce erosion, protect critical
infrastructure, improve in-stream habitat, connect floodplain, and improve access to the water. Implementation of
streambank stabilization techniques that incorporate natural channel design principles, which includes use of natural
materials and native vegetation, are encouraged. Examples include: soil bioengineering, bank reshaping, toe protection with
use of toe wood or rock, incorporating a bankfull bench, live plantings, floodplain re-connection, bendway weirs, and straight
stone vanes. Hard armoring is another technique that may be applicable to protect critical infrastructure for sites that have
space or access restrictions.
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Vegetative Management

Vegetation is an important component to river restoration. It serves as a functional role in the stability of in-stream and
riparian areas as well as adjacent upland woodland areas. Maintaining and restoring diverse, resilient, and stable vegetation
consisting of native plant species is the primary goal of vegetative management. This is achieved by eliminating invasive
and nonnative trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants, managing the tree and shrub canopy layer, seeding and planting of
native species, and maintaining restoration efforts over time.
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Actionable Items:
• Develop a baseline assessment of the existing stream channel and riparian vegetation conditions to identify issues and
prioritize restoration projects
• Incorporate restoration projects that remove or mitigate barriers to aquatic species passage
• Enhancement of in-stream aquatic habitat
• Incorporate streambank stabilization projects to protect existing infrastructure and to reduce erosion
• Reestablish stream connectivity with the floodplain and off-channel wetlands
• Reestablish native vegetation along degraded streambanks
• Monitor projects before, during, and after implementation
• Utilize adaptive management for restoration projects
• Restore/protect riparian vegetation and buffer areas
• Develop and implement a vegetative management strategy
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Safety
Safety on rivers and streams is one of the most important aspects of increasing the access and use of Central Iowa’s
waterways. From 1998 to 2007 there were 48 drownings on rivers in Iowa, and between 1999 and 2009 there were 15
drownings at low-head dams . There are a variety of issues that can cause injury or death on the river, ranging from alcohol
impairedness to water hazards such as low head dams and logjams.
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When considering the promotion of waterways, there should be significant thought given to several safety topics. Making
Iowa DNR safety materials and water courses available to all interested parties is an important first step in educating
water users. In addition, there should be signage reminding people of life-jacket requirements and warning of possible river
hazards. In the case of temporary blockages, such as logjams, temporary signage can be utilized to notify users of possible
portage sites. Most importantly users must be warned of dangerous hazards such as low-head dams. Clearly communicated
signage should be placed upstream far enough to allow water users the ability to leave the water in a safe manner.
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Indicating the type of experience class as defined by the Iowa DNR is also recommended because the classes are linked with
individual stream and river settings. Providing information to water users on the current discharge or volume of water that
passes a given location within a given period of time, of a particular waterway is also encouraged. Typically these numbers
are reported in cubic feet per second (CFS). While it is not advisable to directly indicate if a particular CFS or set of river
conditions is safe or unsafe to use, users, especially less-experienced users, should be provided some information. Signage
or kiosks that link directly to USGS gauges that will report current river flows, as well as interpretive language, should
be available for users. Indicating potential ranges of safety for different CFS numbers and how they correspond to user
experience can provide a helpful way for users to gauge river safety while limiting liability.
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Successful implementation of this project will lead to potentially thousands of residents and visitors engaging with the water
resources in the region, which is not without its dangers. Local emergency responders must be prepared for this influx and
have the right training and equipment at their disposal. Users must have sufficient education as well, particularly about the
variety of users, water levels, and water speeds they may encounter. Of particular concern is the low-head dams located in
or near downtown Des Moines and the dangers they present.
Options to improve safety include developing facilities that encourage beginners to recreate in areas most safe for
beginners, providing safety education and training, placing on-site signage and online resources that communicate how to
judge the safety of the water, address swimming in rivers and in-water hazards, and reducing conflict points among different
user groups.
Actionable Items:
• Refer to standards for signage in the developing water trails in IOWA guidebook from the Iowa DNR.
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Stream Buffer Ordinances
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Buffers adjacent to streams provide numerous environmental protection and resource management benefits which can
include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restoring and maintaining the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the water resources
Removing pollutants delivered in urban stormwater
Reducing erosion and controlling sedimentation
Stabilizing stream banks
Providing infiltration of stormwater runoff
Providing tree canopy to shade streams and promote desirable aquatic organisms

Stream buffer ordinances are beneficial as they establish minimal acceptable requirements for the design of buffers to
protect the streams and provide for the environmentally sound use of land resources. Several cities in the metro have some
mention of strategies to protect the waterways. The strongest example of a stream buffer ordinance is that of Pleasant Hill.
All of the metro communities should establish ordinances with similar strength and comprehensiveness. Pleasant Hill’s
ordinance breaks its streams into three categories – type 1 – 3, ranging from perennial to intermittent. Depending on what
category the stream falls in the plan recommends buffers from 50 to 100 feet.
Actionable Items:
• Restricted development in 100- and 500-year floodplains
• Adopt stream buffer ordinance modeled after Pleasant Hill’s
• Incorporate natural stormwater management strategies in development projects
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Water Quality
Water quality is a key issue for central Iowa. All of the waterways in the planning area are designated as impaired, often
consisting of high levels of bacteria and nitrates. This not only impacts the perception of the region’s rivers and streams, but
also has rippling health and financial impacts for the region.
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Urban areas also contribute to water quality and quantity due to the large percentage of impervious and semi-impervious
surfaces that cover these areas. These include streets, parking lots, rooftops, and lawns and open spaces planted with shortrooted grasses. In urban areas, a variety of green infrastructure techniques should be used to address stormwater runoff.
However, these techniques should be appropriate to surrounding context. A bio-swale is an appropriate technique to use
along a suburban street, but it is not appropriate in a downtown location.
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The ultimate goal of green infrastructure is to protect the overall health of the watershed. The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) suggests that compact development and density is the best way to reduce per-capita stormwater impacts
while creating significant benefits for the health of the overall watershed. Low Impact Development (LID) techniques
that emphasize lot-based/site-based solutions should be encouraged, rather than low-density development patterns that
ultimately have a negative impact on the overall health of the watershed.
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In more urban locations, developers often have lot coverages of 100 percent. This limits their options to the most expensive
techniques such as underground cisterns and green roofs. Regulations that require stormwater to be handled on-site create
a disincentive to developers to build compact development on brownfield sites and forces development to the fringes. This
has the opposite effect of protecting the overall watershed.

Actionable Items:
• Recognize compact development and density as a key management practice for addressing urban runoff issues
• Green infrastructure techniques should be tied to rural, suburban, and urban context, though not all techniques are
appropriate in certain contexts
• Develop stormwater permitting process that reduces requirements placed on developments if they are categorized as
redevelopment on brownfield sites, high-density developments, or transit-oriented developments
• Develop stormwater requirements that waive the on-site requirement if runoff discharges into a storm drain
• Develop stormwater requirements that allow for shared solutions at the neighborhood level rather than lot-based/site-based
requirements
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Ever mindful of future generations,

we collaborate across
political boundaries
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to achieve social, economic, and
environmental resilience for

Greater Des Moines

Altoona • Ankeny • Bondurant • Carlisle • Clive • Dallas County • Des Moines • DART
Grimes • Johnston • Mitchellville • Norwalk • Pleasant Hill • Polk City • Polk County
Urbandale • Warren County • Waukee • West Des Moines • Windsor Heights
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